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Copyright statement
Copyright statement

Broadcom, the pulse logo, Connecting everything, and Symantec are among the trademarks of Broadcom.

Copyright ©2020 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved.

The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. For more information, please visit
www.broadcom.com.

Broadcom reserves the right to make changes without further notice to any products or data herein to improve reliability,
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not assume any liability arising out of the application or use of this information, nor the application or use of any product or
circuit described herein, neither does it convey any license under its patent rights nor the rights of others.
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Introduction

About Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory
Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory (Threat Defense for AD) is a solution that protects the Active
Directory. Threat Defense for AD disrupts domain reconnaissance activity, detects an attacker that attempts lateral
movement or credential theft, and mitigates intrusion by operations, users, or endpoints. The Artificial Intelligence engine
uses Natural Language Processing and creates a false environment on the endpoint. This false environment obfuscates
any AD reconnaissance commands that are used regardless of the protocol. This deception results in recognizing
attackers when they attack the AD. The intrusion is then automatically mitigated through a deception policy. Threat
Defense for AD identifies vulnerabilities, misconfigurations, and possible backdoors within the AD. This identification
provides security teams with the opportunity to reduce the AD attack surface, harden the domain, and reduce risk.

Threat Defense for AD protects the integrity of the AD when configured for an endpoint or for a domain. A few security
mechanisms can be leveraged to protect the AD from internal or external threats such as access to a domain connected
endpoint. The AD stores very important data, and so it is prone to being constantly attacked. Through reconnaissance,
lateral movement, and credential theft, an internal or external attacker can own the AD data with ease. Internal Red
teams use vulnerabilities in the Kerberos implementation of authentication with AD. Pass-the-hash, Over-pass-the-
hash, and Pass-the-ticket are attack methods that are difficult to prevent or even detect. Threat Defense for AD is a post-
exploitation security measure that stops these intrusions and protects the AD after the endpoint protection and prevention
mechanisms have failed. Threat Defense for AD exists for the sole purpose of stopping compromises of corporate AD
domain environments.

Threat Defense for AD provides security without making any changes to the AD, without deploying anything on the
domain controllers, and without the use of an agent on the endpoints. Threat Defense for AD uses Memory Manipulation
that is automatically deployed on the endpoints upon authentication. Memory Manipulation does not consume RAM,
CPU, or disk space. The Core server automatically deploys the Memory Manipulation without using any deployment tool
such as Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager. Threat Defense for AD creates actionable alarms that do not
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generate noise. An alarm is a high-fidelity event. Forensics are created automatically to generate incident response, and
also invoke the automatic or manual mitigation means.

 Architecture
The Threat Defense for AD architecture includes a Core server that contains a Deployment Manager  (DM), Database
(DB), and the web-based console. The Core server must run Windows Server 2019 (preferred) or Windows 2016, and can
either be a physical computer or virtual machine.

You also require a Symantec Endpoint Protection (SEP) server. Large networks with multiple domains, or with over 20,000
endpoints may need multiple Deployment Managers. Endpoints are Windows clients that are members of the AD domain
and are running SEP with the Full protection policy deployed. These endpoints run the domain deception as defined by
the Threat Defense for AD policy.

NOTE

Contact a Broadcom support engineer of Symantec Endpoint Division for assistance with the architecture
of standalone Threat Defense for AD . The standalone version has different requirements for a distributed
architecture.

The Core server contains the database and the web-based console, as well as the Deployment Manager for the root
domain. The Deployment Manager runs an IIS application pool that is used for policy assignment, forensic package
deployment, topology gathering, and AD log collection.  Additional domains require their own Deployment Manager.
  The Deployment Managers can reside on the Core Server or on other dedicated virtual machines, depending on the
architecture.

A distributed architecture is required for large networks with multiple domains, and may be used if there are over 20,000
endpoints.  A distributed architecture requires a Deployment Manager for every domain. Child domains in a single AD
forest have a native transitive trust with the root domain. The child domains can have their Deployment Managers on
the Core server. Domains in another forest that have a one-way or two-way trust with the first domain, may each have a
Deployment Manager on the Core server in the original Forest\Domain. If no trust exists, the Deployment Managers reside
on remote servers or virtual machines in those domains, as long as they are reachable through the network. Deployment
Managers can also be used to minimize bandwidth constraints across continents.
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Hardware Requirements for Distributed Architecture

Hardware Requirements are based on expected log processing. These numbers are an estimation to be used for
planning. Hardware can be added or removed after actual performance metrics are established.  Each DM processes
the logs for its domain.  The preference is to limit the amount of virtual machines and deal with the load by removing or
adding resources depending on the load.  The main variable is event volume. This is driven by the DC count and velocity
of events per domain.  The log collection method can also have an effect on processing.  Log collection method options
are Windows Event Subscription or Syslog Event Forwarding (from another pre-existing syslog tool or SIEM) method. 

Minimum Hardware Requirements

• Under 40k endpoints in a domain
– Core server or DM server with 4 CPUs, 32 GB RAM

• Over 40k endpoints in a domain
– Large Core server or DM server with 8 CPUs, 40 GB RAM

NOTE
If a Forest\Domain is not reachable through the network from the first Forest, then you require a second Core
Server and DMs.
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Example 1: Sizing for a small setup in one continent
This Threat Defense for AD environment setup is for 25,000 endpoints, and with one physical server that includes:

• One Core server
• One AD forest
• Three AD domains
• 25,000 endpoints
• Three Deployment Managers

The endpoints in this setup are spread across one geographical region- North America. The endpoints are distributed
between three AD domains:

Domain Name Endpoint Count Location

Root 15,000 North America
Sales 5000 North America
Mfg 5000 North America

The Core_Server is located n North America and includes:

• DM1 serves the Root AD domain
• DM2 serves the Sales domain
• DM3  serves the Mfg domain

The Threat Defense for AD environment is setup with one Core server that can handle 25,000 endpoints. As this is a
single forest setup, the domains share a native transitive trust, which means the child domains share a trust with the root
domain, and hence share a trust between themselves. The Deployment Manager for the other two domains can reside on
the Core server. There are no network bandwidth issues for a single region. 
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Example 2: Sizing for a small setup across three continents
This Threat Defense for AD environment setup is for 25,000 endpoints, and with one physical server that includes:

• One Core server
• One AD forest
• Three AD domains
• 25,000 endpoints
• Three Deployment Managers

The endpoints in this setup are spread across three geographical regions- North America, Asia-Pacific, EMEA . The
endpoints are distributed between three AD domains:

Domain Name Endpoint Count Location

Root 15,000 North America
Sales 5000 EMEA
Mfg 5000 APAC

The Core_Server is located in North America and includes:

• DM1 serves the Root AD domain
• DM2 serves the Sales domain
• DM3  serves the Mfg domain

One Core server can handle 25,000 endpoints. As this is a single forest setup, the domains share a native transitive trust,
which means the child domains share a trust with the root domain, and hence share a trust between themselves. The
Deployment Managers for the other two domains can reside on the Core server. There are no network bandwidth issues
because the smaller domains are situated in the other regions.
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Example 3: Sizing for a medium setup in one continent
This Threat Defense for AD environment setup is for 60,000 endpoints, and with one physical server that includes:

• One Core server
• One AD forest
• Three AD domains
• 60,000 endpoints
• Three Deployment Managers

The endpoints in this setup are spread across one geographical region, which is North America. The endpoints are
distributed between three AD domains:

Domain Name Endpoint Count Location

Root 35,000 North America
Sales 20,000 North America
Mfg 5000 North America

The Core_Server is located n North America and includes:

• DM1 serves the Root AD domain.
• DM2 serves the Sales domain.
• DM3 serves the Mfg domain.

The  Threat Defense for AD environment is setup this way as one Core server can handle 60,000 endpoints with a
hardware upgrade. The recommended specification for hardware is twelve CPUs and 40GB RAM.

As this is a single forest setup, the domains share a native transitive trust, which means the child domains share a trust
with the root domain, and hence share a trust between themselves. The Deployment Managers for the other domains can
reside on the Core server. There are no network bandwidth issues for a single continent.
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Example 4: Sizing for a medium setup across three continents
This Threat Defense for AD environment setup is for 60,000 endpoints, and with three physical servers that include:

• One Core server
• Two Deployment Manager servers with a total of three Deployment Managers.
• One AD forest
• Three AD domains
• 60,000 endpoints

The endpoints in this setup are spread across three geographical regions. For this type of environment, three physical
servers are set up to support the load of resources on the Core server. The endpoints are distributed between three AD
domains:

Domain Name Endpoint Count Location

Root 30,000 North America
Sales 20,000 EMEA
Mfg 10,000 APAC

The setup is distributed in the following way:

• The Core_Server in North America with the DM1 serves the Root AD domain.
• The DM_Server1 in EMEA with the DM2 serves the Sales domain.
• The DM_Server2 in APAC with the DM3  serves the Mfg domain.

The Deployment Manager environment is setup this way because the AD domains are large and are in the three
geographical regions. To make sure that network bandwidth is not a problem, it is best to set up the Deployment Manager
servers in each of the geographical regions for those domains.
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Example 5: Sizing for a large setup across three continents
This Threat Defense for AD environment setup is for 100,000 endpoints, and with three physical servers that include:

• One large Core server
• Two Deployment Manager servers with a total of five Deployment Managers.
• One AD forest
• Five AD domains
• 100,000 endpoints
• Five Deployment Managers

The endpoints in this setup are spread across five geographical regions. For this type of environment, three physical
servers are set up to support the load on the Core server. The endpoints are distributed between five AD domains:

Domain Name Endpoint Count Location

Root 40,000 NA
Sales 10,000 EMEA
Mfg 10,000 APAC
EMEA 30,000 EMEA
APAC 10,000 APAC

The setup is distributed in the following way:

• The Core_Server in North America with DM1 as the Root AD domain, DM2 serves the Sales domain, and DM3
serves the Mfg  domain.

• The DM_Server1 in EMEA with DM4  serves the Sales domain.
• The DM_Server2 in APAC with DM5  serves the Mfg domain.

The Deployment Manager environment is setup this way as one large Core server can handle 60,000 endpoints with a
hardware upgrade. The recommended specification for hardware is twelve CPUs and 40 GB RAM. To make sure that
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network bandwidth is not a problem, it is best to set up  servers in each of the geographical regions for those domains as
the AD domains are large on each of the three regions. 

Example 6: Sizing for a very large setup across three continents
This Threat Defense for AD environment setup is for 250,000 endpoints, and with five physical servers that include:

• One large Core server
• Four large Deployment Manager servers with a total of five  Deployment Managers.
• One forest
• Five AD domains
• 250,000 endpoints
• Five Deployment Managers

The endpoints in this setup are spread across five geographical regions. For this type of environment, five physical
servers are set up to support the load of resources on the Core server. The endpoints are distributed between five AD
domains:

Domain Name Endpoint Count Location

Root 40,000 NA
Sales 70,000 EMEA
Mfg 50,000 APAC
EMEA 40,000 EMEA
APAC 50,000 APAC

The setup is distributed in the following way:

• A large Core_Server in North America with the DM1 serves the Root AD domain,  DM2 serves the Sales  domain,
and DM3 serves the Mfg  domain.

• The large DM_Server1 in  North America with the DM2 serves the Sales domain.
• The large  DM_Server2 in  North America  with the  DM3 serves the Mfg domain.
• The large DM_Server3 in EMEA with the DM4 serves the EMEA domain
• The large  DM_Server4 in APAC with the DM5 serves the APAC domain.
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It is best to set up  servers in each of the geographical regions for those domains as the AD domains are large in each of
the three regions.

Example 7: Sizing for a small setup in trusted forests
This Threat Defense for AD environment setup is for 25,000 endpoints, and with one physical server that includes:

• One Core server
• Two AD forests
• Four AD domains
• 25,000 endpoints
• Four Deployment Managers

In this setup, the AD Forest2 shares a trust relationship with AD Forest1. The endpoints in this environmental setup are
distributed across one geographical region.

Domain Name Endpoint Count Location

Root.Forest1 10,000 North America
Sales.Forest1 5,000 North America
Root.Forest2 5,000 North America
Mfg.Forest2 5,000 North America

The Core_Server in located in North America and includes:

• DM1 serves the Root.Forest1.
• DM2 serves the Sales.Forest1
• DM3 serves the Root.Forest2
• DM4 serves the Mfg.Forest2

The number of endpoints in the TDAD environment are low. Also, the AD Forest 1 and AD Forest2 share a trust
relationship. Hence, you only require to setup one server.

Example 8: Sizing for a small setup in non-trusted forest
This Threat Defense for AD environment setup is for 25,000 endpoints in a forest with no trust, and with two physical
servers that include:
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• One Core server
• One Deployment Manager server with a total of four Deployment Managers
• Two AD forests
• Four AD domains
• 25,000 endpoints

The endpoints in this environmental setup are distributed across one geographical region:

Domain Name Endpoint Count Location

Root.Forest1 10,000 North America
Sales.Forest1 5,000 North America
Root.Forest2 5,000 North America
Mfg.Forest2 5,000 North America

The Core_Server in located in North America and includes:

• DM1 serves the Root.Forest1.
• DM2 serves the Sales.Forest1
• DM3 serves the Root.Forest2
• DM4 serves the  Mfg.Forest2

As the two AD forests do not share a trust between them, so a remote Deployment Manager must be installed in Forest 2.

Example 9: Sizing for a large setup with varied trust privileges for Forests
This Threat Defense for AD environment setup is for 100,000 endpoints, and with two physical servers that include:

• One large Core server
• One Deployment Manager server with a total of four Deployment Managers
• Two AD forests
• Four AD domains
• 100,000 endpoints

The endpoints in this environmental setup are distributed across one geographical region:

Domain Name Endpoint Count Location
Root.Forest1 40,000 North America

Sales.Forest1 10,000 North America
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Domain Name Endpoint Count Location
Root.Forest2 40,000 North America

Mfg.Forest2 10,000 North America

The Core_Server is located in North America and includes:

• DM1 serves the Root.Forest1.
• DM2 serves the Sales.Forest1
• DM3 serves the Root.Forest2
• DM4 serves the Mfg.Forest2

The number of endpoints is large enough to require two servers whether the trust exists or not.

Capabilities of Threat Defense for AD
A high-level supported feature list of Threat Defense for AD can help you understand the end-to-end capabilities of the
product.

Table 1: Threat Defense for AD capabilities

Ease of Deployment Ease of Management Domain Security
for the endpoint Reduce Attack Surface Advanced

Testing (optional)
Simple to install and
configure the Core Server

No agent updates or
upgrades

Disruption of
reconnaissance

Find domain
vulnerabilities

Domain attacks
prevented from
PowerShell Empire

Simple to deploy on
endpoints

No need for Microsoft
System Center
Configuration Manager or
package installer

Infinite scale of deception Find Domain
Misconfigurations

Domain attacks
prevented from
Metasploit

Non-disruptive to
endpoints (no CPU,
RAM, disk space)

Non-disruptive to IT –
they do not have to see
the deception

Credential Theft lure
present in lsass

Find Attacker Persistency Domain attacks
prevented from
BloudHound

No user friction or
business impact

Easy to use console Immediate detection
of Lateral Movement
attempt

Domain attacks
prevented from Deathstar
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Ease of Deployment Ease of Management Domain Security
for the endpoint Reduce Attack Surface Advanced

Testing (optional)
No Alert fatigue – alarms
are triggered only in an
attack

Domain attacks
prevented from Mimikatz

No False Positive – no
noise, no chasing ghosts

Pass the Hash detection

Over Pass the Hash
detection
Pass the Ticket detection
Silver Ticket –
Kerberoasting detection
Autonomous Forensics

 Getting started with installing Threat Defense for AD
Get started with protecting your AD environment with Threat Defense for AD.

Table 2: Getting started with installing Threat Defense for AD

Step Action Description

Step 1 Meet the prerequisites. To install the Threat Defense for AD, you must meet all the prerequisites
that are mentioned in the Prerequisites for installing Threat Defense for AD
section.

Step 2 Meet the system requirements. Meet the system requirements to install Threat Defense for AD Core
server.
System requirements

Step 3 Install or upgrade the Threat Defense
for AD Core server on your computer.

Install the Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory Core
server on your computer.
Core server installation
You can also upgrade the Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active
Directory Core server to the latest version.
Upgrade Information

Step 4 Install Symantec Endpoint Protection
Manager.

Install Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager on your computer to
register it with Threat Defense for AD.

Step 5 (Optional) Proof of concept Refer to the following topic if you want to perform a proof of concept for
Threat Defense for AD.
Refer to Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory Proof of
Concept.

Step 6 Create an administrator account to
access the web console and add an
Active Directory domain to Threat
Defense for AD.

Create an administrator account and log on to the Threat Defense for AD
web console. Add an AD domain and SEPM server to Threat Defense
for AD to protect the endpoints. By default, you configure a Deployment
Manager when you add a domain to the Active Directory in Threat Defense
for AD.
Creating an administrator account
Adding a domain and configuring a Deployment Manager

Step 7 Add a SEPM server. Add at least one SEPM server to Threat Defense for AD to assign the
Threat Defense for AD policy to the endpoints in the AD domain.
Adding a SEPM server
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Step Action Description

Step 8 Define a deception policy. Define a deception policy to control the components that are deployed to
the endpoints and servers in the AD domain.
Configuring a deception policy

Step 9 Deploy Memory Manipulation to the
SEPM server.

Deploy Memory Manipulation to the SEPM console to assign the Threat
Defense for AD policy to the endpoints in the SEPM console.
Configuring and deploying Threat Defense for AD with Symantec Endpoint
Protection

Step 10
(Optional)

Install and add a remote Deployment
Manager.

You can install and add a remote Deployment Manager to Threat Defense
for AD to manage endpoints in multiple AD domains.
Remote Deployment Manager installation

Step 11 Configure Threat Defense for AD. After installation, make sure that you configure the following settings in the
Threat Defense for AD console:
• Configure the Deployment Manager.
• Configure a deception policy.
• Manage the AD sites.
• Assign the Threat Defense for AD policy to the endpoints in the SEPM

server.
These settings are mentioned in the Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense
for Active Directory 3.4 Administration Guide.

For information on the other configurations in Threat Defense for AD, refer to the Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for
Active Directory 3.4 Administration Guide. Download the latest copy here.

Where to get more information
Use the following documentation resources to learn about and use this product.

Table 3: Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory documentation set

Document Description Location

Symantec Endpoint Threat
Defense for Active Directory
Release Notes

The release notes provide
information about new features and
important issues.

• This guide is available on the Endpoint Threat Defense for
Active Directory Documentation page.

• The "Documentation" folder of the Core server:
\\Program Files\Symantec\Endpoint Threat Defense for AD
\Documentation

Symantec Endpoint Threat
Defense for Active Directory
Installation Guide

The installation guide illustrates how
to install and configure the Core
server.

• This guide is available on the Endpoint Threat Defense for
Active Directory Documentation page.

• The "Documentation" folder of the Core server:
\\Program Files\Symantec\Endpoint Threat Defense for AD
\Documentation

Symantec Endpoint Threat
Defense for Active Directory
Administration Guide

The administration guide illustrates
how to perform daily activities within
Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense
for Active Directory.

• This guide is available on the Endpoint Threat Defense for
Active Directory Documentation page.

• The "Documentation" folder of the Core server:
\\Program Files\Symantec\Endpoint Threat Defense for AD
\Documentation

Symantec Endpoint Threat
Defense for Active Directory
Proof of Concept Guide

The guide describes a typical
Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense
for Active Directory proof of concept.

• This guide is available on the Endpoint Threat Defense for
Active Directory Documentation page.
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The help manuals of Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory have been restructured. Following are the
changes that are made to the help manuals:

Table 4: Changes in the help manuals of Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory

Original Manual Name Revised Manual Name What has changed in the help manual?

Symantec Endpoint Threat
Defense for Active Directory
Administration Guide

Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense
for Active Directory Administration
Guide

• Added and merged content from the Symantec Endpoint
Threat Defense for Active Directory Testing Guide.

• Appendix is removed and added to the appropriate
chapters.

Symantec Endpoint Threat
Defense for Active Directory
Installation Guide

Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense
for Active Directory Installation Guide

• Content from the Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for
Active Directory Prerequisites Checklist Guide is added to
this guide.

• Content from Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for
Active Directory Domain Admin Equivalent Configuration
Guide is added to this guide.

Symantec Endpoint Threat
Defense for Active Directory
Domain Admin equivalent
Configuration Guide

Not Available Merged with the Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for
Active Directory Installation Guide.

Symantec Endpoint Threat
Defense for Active Directory
Dark Corners Guide

Not Available Merged with the Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for
Active DirectoryAdministration Guide.

Symantec Endpoint Threat
Defense for Active Directory
Testing Guide

Not Available Content is added to the Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense
for Active Directory Administration Guide.

Symantec Endpoint Threat
Defense for Active Directory
POC Guide

Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense
for Active Directory POC Guide

The Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory
POC Guide is available at the

• This guide is available on the Endpoint Threat Defense for
Active Directory Documentation page.

.
Symantec Endpoint Threat
Defense for Active Directory
Pre-requisites Checklist

Not Available Added to the Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active
Directory Installation Guide.

Symantec Endpoint Threat
Defense for Active Directory
Pre-requisites Appendix

Not Available Added to the Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active
Directory Installation Guide.

For more information on Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory, refer to the following link:

Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory Documentation
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Planning and installing

 Prerequisites for installing Threat Defense for AD
Before you install Threat Defense for AD, you must plan for the installation and also maintain precautions for coexistence
of other applications with Threat Defense for AD in the same environment. If you plan to test Threat Defense for AD in
your environment, then you must install a gold image of Threat Defense for AD in a test environment or a lab.

Symantec recommends rolling out the Threat Defense for AD deployment in the following order:

• Deploy to Gold Images of desktops. Make sure that you validate the interoperability of the standard applications.
• Get a sample of production endpoints from across departments.
• Production devices.
• Servers in a test environment or lab.
• Production servers.
• Meet the prerequisites for endpoints.

Setting up the Core server
• Make sure that Memory Manipulation can be deployed on endpoints.

Prerequisites for Memory Manipulation deployment
• Configure the network firewall requirements.

Network firewall requirements

Make sure the following prerequisites are also met:

• Configure the Deployment Manager accounts for the Core server
• Prerequisites for Memory Manipulation deployment
• Active Directory audit configuration: Group Policy
• Active Directory sites and subnets
• Active Directory security logs
• Possible Anti Virus (AV) or Endpoint Protection Platform (EPP) exclusion (not likely)
• Permissions for the Threat Defense for AD core and Deployment Manager servers

System requirements
The hardware and software requirements for installing Threat Defense for AD are as follows:

• 4 CPUs.
Configure 2 CPUs if the endpoint count is under 5000

• 32GB of RAM.
Configure 8GB of RAM if endpoint count is under 5000

• 200-GB free hard drive space for application.
The space can be on the same or a different hard drive.

• A new Windows Server 2019 or Windows Server 2016.
Evaluation versions are not supported.

• By default, My SQL database is embedded, but you can also select Microsoft SQL database too.
NOTE
VMware thin provisioning is not supported.
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Setting up the Core server
You must check the prerequisites on your Core server before you start installing Threat Defense for AD.

• The minimum system requirements are met.
System requirements

• Assign a static IP.
• Server is not named as Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory or anything similar.
• Server is joined to the domain.
• The IIS server role is not enabled.
• Security products such as AntiVirus (AV) and Endpoint Protection Platform (EPP) are not installed.

NOTE

Antivirus and Endpoint Protection Platform can be added after installation.
• All Windows updates are already installed.
• Latest version of Chrome is installed (required).
• Latest version of Adobe Acrobat Reader is installed. This is required for reading manuals on the local server.
• Download the install file to the VM.
• Take a snapshot of the VM before installation.
• Log on as local admin for the install.

Minimum specifications of a test endpoint
When you execute a proof of concept (POC) or a production deployment, you must perform compatibility testing on
several endpoints.  However, for functionality testing, you must make sure that at least one endpoint meets the following
prerequistes:

• The VM preferably runs Windows 7 or Windows 10.
• The VM must be logged on to the AD domain and must be assigned the correct AD site and subnet in which the POC

will be conducted.
• Windows Defender must be turned off and no antivirus or endpoint protection platform must be installed on the VM.
• Turn off the Safe Browsing option in Google Chrome's Advanced Security Settings.
• Download and retrieve Mimikataz_trunk.zip to the local hard drive.

https://github.com/gentilkiwi/mimikatz/releases
• Download or copy text from invoke-kerberoast.ps1 to the local hard drive.

https://github.com/EmpireProject/Empire/blob/master/data/module_source/credentials/Invoke-Kerberoast.ps1

Prerequisites for Memory Manipulation deployment
Memory Manipulation, along with the deception policy, is responsible for data obfuscation in Threat Defense for AD.
Memory Manipulation is not an agent and has no CPU or RAM requirements. Memory Manipulation can be installed on
Windows 7 or later.

The following components are not supported for Memory Manipulation deployment:

• Domain Controllers
• Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager servers or Microsoft Exchange servers
• Endpoints that belong to a Workgroup, and are not on the domain.
• Endpoints that have not logged on to the domain for over 30 days.
• Windows XP, 2000, 2003, any flavor of Linux, or Mac OS X.
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NOTE

If there is an issue with deployment of any components, then you can uninstall the host and restart it.

 Network firewall requirements
Most rules only apply for internal traffic on the network. You need a GPO to enforce the first rule if your endpoints have
Windows firewall enabled. VPN clients need this firewall rule as well.

• Confirm that the following local firewall rules are applied through the Default Domain Group Policy.
• Confirm the following network internal firewall rules are applied.

Table 5: Network firewall requirements

Access Type Source IP Destination IP Ports

Internal or VPN Deployment Manager SEP 8443 (HTTPS)), 8446 (SEP)
Internal or VPN Deployment Manager Endpoints 445(SMB), 135-139 (RPC)
Internal Deployment Manager Domain Controllers 88 (Kerberos), 389 (LDAP)
Internal (Optional) Deployment Manager Domain Controllers 5985, 5986 (Optional)

Note: Only required if you use
event subscription

Internal Deployment Manager DNS servers 53 (DNS)
Internal Console user Core 8443 (HTTPS)
Internal (Optional) Core Exchange 25 (SMTP)
Internal (Optional) Core SIEM 514(SYSLOG)

 Configure the Deployment Manager accounts for the Core server
Before you install Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory, configure the Deployment Manager accounts
for each domain.

The Core server has a local Deployment Manager running an IIS application pool that is used for policy assignment,
forensic package deployment, topology gathering, and AD log collection. For each domain, create a domain user an
configure the following in Active Directory Users and Computers for the user:

• AD user name that is not similar to the product name such as Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory,
or Threat Defense for AD. A similar name can reveal the purpose of the account, which can increase the security risks
of those accounts.

• In the User Properties dialog box, under Account tab > Account Options, make sure that:
– The user does not have the User must change password at next logon option selected.
– The user has the Password never Expires option selected.

NOTE
If this option is not selected, you must have a mechanism to rotate the user password, else the account
fails after the expiration of policy and the system stops to function.

– The user has the Account is sensitive and cannot be delegated option selected.
• In the User Properties dialog box, under Member of tab, make sure that the AD user is a member of the Domain

Admins. This is recommended for testing purposes and it lets you retrieve all dark corners in the environment.

Domain Admin alternative option
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For production deployments, you can use an alternative domain admin account, but the account may not trigger some
dark corner alarms.

In the User Properties dialog box, under Member of tab, make sure the following is configured for for domain users:

• Configure the AD user as a Local Admin on the Core server.
• Confirm that the account has the Logon as a batch job option enabled for any endpoint. Confirm that this setting is

enabled at the GPO level.
• Allow Full Control of the deception account that you create after configuring this account.

Right-click on the deception account and navigate to Properties > Security > Add ><Core Server – Deployment
Manager Account> > Full Permission.

Configure the deception accounts for the Core server
Before you install Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory, configure the deception accounts for each
domain.

During the Memory Manipulation deployment, the deception account is placed in the memory of each endpoint through
the lsass.exe process, and appears to be a Domain Admin. This causes an attacker to steal this user’s password, hash,
or ticket, and the account cannot be accessed. For each domain, create a domain user and configure the following in
Active Directory Users and Computers for the user:

• The AD user name must not be similar to the product name such as Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active
Directory, or Threat Defense for AD. Symantec recommends that you specify words such as admin or helpdesk in
usernames.

• AD user name must be alphanumeric and not include any special characters, “-“,
• In the User Properties dialog box, under Account tab > Account Options, make sure that:

– User must change password at net logon is not selected.
– Account is sensitive and cannot be delegated is selected.

• In the User Properties dialog box, under Member of tab, make sure that the AD user is a member of Domain Users.
• Confirm that the account has Allow Log on Locally for any endpoint. Confirm this is not removed at the GPO level.
• The initial password can have special characters such as `~!@#$%^&*(), but not characters such as _+{}|:”<>?-=[]’\;’,./.

NOTE

This requirement is to avoid getting denied by the web server self-protection mechanism around SQL
injection attacks. The Deployment Manager rotates this password with a complex password that includes all
special characters upon first deployment, making the initial password irrelevant.

• The deception account password is rotated every 7 minutes. You might need to create an exception if you have a
product or rules that alert or prevent password changes at this frequency.

Active Directory audit configuration: Group Policy
To create security events for authentication, configure the domain controllers. This is usually configured in the production
environments, but rarely is configured in test labs. Event IDs created are 4624, 4662, 4768, 4769, 4771, 4776. You can
check them in the Group Policy Management Editor.

• For the Default Domain Controller Security Policy, go to Policies > Windows Settings > Security Settings >
Local Policies > Audit policy and check the following:
–   Confirm that for Audit Account Logon Events both Success and Failure are checked.
– Confirm that for Audit Logon Events, both Success and Failure are checked.
– Confirm that for Audit Directory Service Access, both Success and Failure are checked.
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• If the Advanced Audit Policy Configuration is enabled, you must confirm the following in Computer Configuration
> Policies > Windows Settings > Security Settings > Advanced Audit Policy Configuration > Audit Policies >
DS Access.
– Confirm that for Audit Directory Service Access, both Success and Failure are checked.

• Go to Policies > Windows Settings > Security Settings > Advanced Audit Policy Configuration > Audit policy >
Account Logon and check the following:
– Confirm that for Audit Credential Validation, both Success and Failure are checked.
– Confirm that for Audit Kerberos Authentication Service , both Success and Failure are checked.
– Confirm that for Audit Kerberos Service Ticket Operations, both Success and Failure are checked.
– Confirm that for Audit Other Account Logon Events, both Success and Failure are checked.

Active Directory sites and subnets
Check the following for the Active Directory Sites and Subnets:

•   Confirm that the subnet of the AD site to be used for testing purposes is configured.
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Active Directory security logs
For testing purposes, you must use Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) security log collection for a single AD
site to limit the scope. You can increase the scope after you discuss with the Broadcom Support team before you begin.
You can also consider a paid pilot of Threat Defense for AD to increase the scope significantly.

For production implementations, the multiple ways that the domain controller collects the necessary security logs from the
AD are:

• Windows Management Instrumentation
• Event Forwarding through Microsoft Event Subscription
• Syslog Forwarding
• Consult with the Broadcom Support team for more information.

Windows Firewall (FW) and Advanced Security are most likely configured on your domain controllers, either through the
local firewall rules or through the Default Domain Group Policy or Default Domain Controller Group Policy.

Depending on your implementation, make sure that the following firewall rules are enabled for inbound access from the
Core server computer:

Check in the Group Policy Management Editor:

• Confirm Com+ Network Access (DCOM-in) is enabled.
• Confirm Com+ Remote Administrator (DCOM-in) is enabled.
• Confirm Remote Event log management (NP-in) is enabled.
• Confirm Remote Event log management (RPC) is enabled.
• Confirm Remove Event log management (RPC-EPMAP) is enabled.
• Confirm Windows Management Instrumentation (Async-in) is enabled.
• Confirm Windows Management Instrumentation (DCOM-in) is enabled.
• Confirm Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI-in) is enabled.
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Possible Anti Virus (AV) or Endpoint Protection Platform (EPP) exclusion (not
likely)
Threat Defense for AD reaches out from the Core server to each endpoint in multiple ways to manipulate the memory,
collect forensics, or perform mitigation. If an AV/EPP product alerts are enabled on your endpoint, you may need to
exclude the files. If detected, add the thumbprint of the certificate of the files to your exclusion list of on AV/EPP product.
They are signed by Symantec.

NOTE

Threat Defense for AD is not an agent. If you experience a major issue on a target deployment, undo-
deploy Memory Manipulation on the endpoint in the console, and if necessary, restart the endpoint. Memory
Manipulation is not persistent on the target endpoints.

Permissions for the Threat Defense for AD core and Deployment Manager
servers
Threat Defense for AD services uses virtual accounts or managed local accounts instead of running as local system. If the
endpoint's local security policy or GPO > User Rights Assignment is defined as Deny log on as a service or Log on as
a service, then make an exception policy for Logon as a service with NT SERVICE\ALL SERVICES.

Grant the Log on as a service permission for NT Service\All Services.

If defined, remove NT Service\All Services from Deny log on as a service.

The reasons for that are:

• If you have Deny log on as a service for some account, and you have nothing defined on Log on as a service,
Threat Defense for AD lets the NT SERVICE\ALL SERVICES to login as a service.

• If you have nothing defined at Deny log on as a service, and you have something other than NT Service\All Services
defined at Log on as a service, you will not be able to login as a service. In this case, you will have to add NT
SERVICE\ALL SERVICES to Log on as a service
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• If the computer's local security policy or a GPO > User Rights Assignment is defined as Deny log on as a service
then make an exception policy for Logon as a service with NT SERVICE\ALL SERVICES.
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 Core server installation
Install the Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory core server manually on your desktop or on a virtual
machine to configure.

NOTE
If you are running a Windows 2019 server, you can install Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active
Directory and Symantec Endpoint Protection 14.3 on the same machine.

To install the core server

1. Select the downloaded file, and right-click to select Run as administrator.
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2. Press Yes in the User Account Control dialog box.

3. In the Server Installation screen, if you want to change the install directory, then press on the … option and navigate
to a location.

Make sure that the location has 200GB of free space. Select the checkboxes to agree to the EULA and privacy
notices. Press Install.

The installation can take some time to complete.

4. After the installation completes, press Close.

5. Press Restart Now in the Finished screen of the dialog box.

Creating an administrator account

 Upgrade Information of Threat Defense for AD 3.6
For the new Threat Defense for AD 3.6 endpoint functionality to be active, you must first upgrade SEPM to 14.3 RU1 and
then upgrade the SEP agents. The SEP agents can be upgraded either through the SEPM auto-push function or through
the manual package deployment. After the SEP agents are upgraded the new new Threat Defense for AD policy can be
applied from the Threat Defense for AD console.

You can upgrade the following versions of Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory to v3.6:
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• Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory v3.2
• Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory v3.3
• Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory v3.3.1
• Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory v3.4
• Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory  v3.5
• Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory  v3.5.1

You have to manually upgrade the Threat Defense for AD Core server to version 3.6.

To upgrade the Threat Defense for AD Core server

1. Download the Threat Defense for AD v3.6 zip file from the Broadcom Download Center site.

NOTE
For more information on how to download the latest version of Threat Defense for AD, refer to the article
here.

2. Navigate to the Settings > System Update page in the Threat Defense for AD console.

3. Press Install Update Manually.

4. Browse and select the file in the dialog box. Press OK

For more information on installing and configuring Threat Defense for AD, refer to the help manuals here.
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Configuring Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active
Directory

Creating an administrator account
Configure the Threat Defense for AD server to protect the Active Directory. By default, the first account that you create to
log on to Threat Defense for AD console is set as the Administrator account.

To create and administrator account

1. Logon to the server console and open the browser. Symantec recommends that you use Google Chrome browser.
Local admin privileges on the domain account are not necessary. Best security practice is to not use the Core
Deployment Manager server account to logon to the computer, except when performing troubleshooting.

2. Navigate to https://localhost/ui, and press SHOW ADVANCED > Proceed to localhost (unsafe) .

The following warning can be removed by importing your certificate:

3. Press Get Started on the Welcome to Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory page.

4. In the Create your account for Symantec Threat Defense for AD page, set up the first Threat Defense for AD
application administrator.

Use this account to log on into the web-console.

Enter your preferred user name and password. Your password must be between 6-20 characters and must include at
least one symbol, number, and an uppercase letter.

5. You enter the main web-console.

 Adding a domain and configuring a Deployment Manager
You add an AD domain to Threat Defense for AD to protect the endpoints in the domain. You configure a Deployment
Manager by default when you add an AD domain to Threat Defense for AD.

The Domains page of the console displays the configured Deployment Managers. The Deployment Managers handle
communication between the Core server and the protected endpoints of Threat Defense for AD. A Deployment Manager
is bound by the forest or the domain of the Deployment Manager account that is assigned. This account executes within
an IIS application pool and can be used for an endpoint Memory Manipulation deployment. The first Deployment Manager
runs on the localhost of the Threat Defense for AD Core server. Large environments with multiple domains require
additional Deployment Managers.
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To configure a Deployment Manager

1. Select the Threat Defense for AD icon on the left, and press the Add Domain button.

2. In the Add Domain page, for the Create Domain option, configure the Deployment Manager for each domain.

Enter the following details:

• Fully Qualified Domain Name
Enter the Fully Qualified Domain Name for the domain that you want to configure.

• Virtual Machine
The instance is set by default to "localhost".

• Deployment Manager Name
The Deployment Manager Name is the name of the Deployment Manager. For example, you can specify name as
DM1, which is suitable for a simple architecture.
In a complex architecture with remote Deployment Managers, Threat Defense for AD instance can be a different
physical instance than the Core server. Use the computer name for this field. For Deployment Manager Name use
a naming convention to be reflected in the Deployment Manager name. For example: Domain1.DM1.

• Privileged Domain Username
Enter the Privileged Domain Username of the Deployment Manager account that is created for this domain. The
IIS application pool uses this account to deploy endpoints on this domain.

3. Press Next.

NOTE

There may be a problem with the entered domain name if you receive an "invalid validation" or "unknown
server error".
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4. In the Add Domain > Select Log Method page, configure the logs that the Deployment Manager collects from the
domain to which it is assigned.

• Press the drop-down bar next to the Log Method, and select WMI Collector.
Enter the value as 15 for the Collection Interval and press Done.

This is the commonly used log method and time interval. You can adjust the log method and the time interval.
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5. In the Deployment Manager page, the current domain is listed in the drop-down list that is on the left of the
Deployment Manager tab. Each domain has at least one Deployment Manager, and you require a Deployment
Manager for every 20,000 users.

Each Deployment Manager has two domain accounts that contain domain specific policies.

• Deployment Manager Account
• Deception Account.
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NOTE

For the Status column, you must find the status of the Deployment Manager as Operational.

6. Press the Site  tab, and then press Edit Sites button on the right.

7. The Add Sites to DM1 page is displayed. This page is populated based on the AD sites and the services within the
domain. This also populates the Deploy tab where you select the endpoints that are protected by Threat Defense for
AD.

You can manually select the sites you want to protect, else press Select all sites if you want to protect all the listed
sites. Press Save Changes.

The Sites tab is now populated with the sites that Threat Defense for AD protects.

 Adding a SEPM server
You must add at least one SEPM server to Threat Defense for AD to protect the endpoints in the AD domain.
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To add a SEPM server to Threat Defense for AD

1. Navigate to Domains > Deploy in the Threat Defense for AD console.

2. A dialog box with the message Please Install and register a valid SEPM is displayed. Press Go To SEPM Page on
the dialog box.

3. The Settings > SEPM tab is displayed in the console. Press Add a Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager.

4. Provide the following details in the displayed SEPM Connection details dialog box:

• Connection Name
Provide a suitable connection name for the SEPM server.

• IP Address\Hostname
Provide the IP address or hostname of the SEPM server.

• Web Services Port
Provide the web port number of the SEPM server. The default port number is 8446.

• SEPM Sysadmin
Provide the sysadmin username of the SEPM server.

• SEPM Password
Provide the sysadmin password of the SEPM server.

• SEPM Domain
Provide the SEP domain name. The default name of the domain is Default.

• Add SEPM SSL Certificate
You need the SEPM SSL .cert file from the SEPM server to add this server to Threat Defense for AD.
Navigate to http://sepm:9090 and press Download Certificate to download the .cert file.
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5. Press Submit

The SEPM server is added to your Threat Defense for AD environment and is listed under the Settings > SEPM tab.

To add more SEPM servers to Threat Defense for AD, refer to the Adding additional SEPM servers section of the
Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory 3.4 Administration Guide.

Configuring a deception policy
The Policy tab contains the deception policies and the deceptive users that are available for deployment. Deception
policies control the components that are deployed on endpoints and servers. You can have multiple deception policies,
but have only one active policy on any given endpoint. The deception policy controls the deceptions that are deployed and
make exceptions, if any. You can configure multiple deception users in a policy, and the users are distributed in a repeated
rotational order.

When configuring a deception policy, you define information in the following tabs:
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Table 6: Tabs to define in a deception policy

Tab Name Desciption

Features: You can change the policy name in this tab. You can make this policy the default policy and enable auto
mitigation of attack processes here.
Defining features in a deception policy

Deception Accounts: You can add or remove the deception accounts under this tab. This is the Domain User account created
for deception and appears as a Domain Admin to attackers looking in Microsoft's Local Security Authority
Subsystem Service (lsass) for credentials.
Adding deceptive accounts to a deception policy

Exception List: The exception list lets you exclude users, groups, or processes from receiving the mask at authentication
and should be rarely used.
Defining the exception list in a deception policy

Around the usage of the Exception List, Symantec recommends the following:

If you are concerned with IT administrators receiving the mask:

• As per Microsoft recommendations, use a dedicated administration system that has been hardened and is not
connected to the Internet. Domain Admins must use this system when logging in as a Domain Admin account (even if
you do not have Threat Defense for AD). Exclude this system within Deploy page.

• Login into a domain controller and run reconnaissance. Threat Defense for AD does not change the domain controllers
in any way.

• Make a user exclusion for a user or group of users with policy. You can limit the user exclusion to specific endpoints
based on policy assignment on the Deploy page.

If you are concerned about an application that has generated alarms:

• Make a process exclusion with policy. Limit this policy in the Deploy page to specific endpoints that run the application.
• Inform Broadcom Support about these application issues.

Defining features in a deception policy
You first configure the Features tab when you configure a deception policy.

To define features in a deception policy

1. Navigate to the Domains > Policy page in the console.

2. Select Add Deception Policy.
To edit an existing policy, press Edit on the existing deception policy.

3. Enter a policy name under the Policy Name space in the New Deception Policy dialog box. The policy name should
not have spaces.
You can rename an existing policy, or skip this step.

4. Under Policy Settings, do the following:
a) To make this policy the default deception policy, check the Default Policy box.
b) To automatically mitigate attack processes, check the Auto Mitigate box.

5. Press Next.

Adding deceptive accounts to a deception policy
After defining the features, you have to add deceptive accounts to the deception policy.
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To add deceptive accounts to a deception policy

1. Navigate to the Domains > Policy page in the console.

2. Select Add Deception Policy.
To edit an existing policy, press Edit on the existing deception policy.

3. Press Next to view the Add Deceptive Account dialog box.

4. Press Add Account to add a deception account.

5. To use an existing account in the AD, select Existing account in Active Directory from the drop-down list and do the
following.
Make sure that the accounts are created as per the Prerequisites for installing Threat Defense for AD guidelines
mentioned in the Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory Installation Guide.
a) Enter the username and password of the AD account that you want to use a the deceptive account.
b) Press Add new Deception Account.

6. To create a new account in the AD, select New account in Active Directory from the drop-down list.
The Deployment Manager application pool running as the "Deployment Manager Account" must be a Domain Admin
for this function to be successful.

For more information, refer to the Creating a Domain admin equivalent account section in the Symantec Endpoint
Threat Defense for Active Directory Installation Guide.

a) Enter the username and the Organizational Unit (OU). The name should not contain anything similar to “Threat
Defense for AD”. Having words like “helpdesk” or “admin” in the username makes the account an attacker's target.
The OU is the location in the AD where you want the account to reside. Do not name the OU with any words that
would give away the intention of this account.

b) Press Add new Deception Account.

7. Press Next.

To remove a deceptive account,  press X next to the username.

NOTE
Be careful to not remove an existing account on accident. If you do, you need to reset the password in the AD
before you can add it again.

Defining the exception list in a deception policy
After adding the deceptive accounts, you can define the exception list in the deception policy. Exclude a developer, user or
group of administrators from the mask for business reasons. Exclude a process when you have an application that needs
perform reconnaissance, or one that causes a conflict in memory. Users can be tied to workstations.

To define the exception list in a deception policy

1. Navigate to the Domains > Policy page in the console.

2. Select Add Deception Policy.
To edit an existing policy, press Edit on the existing deception policy.

3. Press Next till you see the Exception List dialog box.

4. To define the users that you want to exclude, select User from the drop-down list on the left and do the following:
a) Enter the username of the existing AD account you want to exclude from receiving the mask at authentication.
b) Press Add User.

Press X to remove the user. You can add multiple users.
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c) Press Done.

5. To define the groups that you want to exclude, select Groups from the drop-down list on the left and do the following:
a) Enter the group name of the existing account you want to exclude from receiving the mask at authentication.
b) Press Add Group.

Press X to remove the group. You can add multiple groups.

You may not select a built-in group. However, you can nest one in a regular user group within the AD, and then
select that group. This requirement is due to AD and Kerberos.

c) Press Done.

6. To define the processes that you want to exclude, select Process from the drop-down list on the left and do the
following:
a) Enter the process name of the process you want to exclude from receiving the mask at authentication.
b) Press Add Process.

Press the X to remove the process.

This exclusion is only supported by process name at present.
c) Press Done.

To review the counters under each exception type in the Add Process to Exception List dialog box, press Edit. If you
are done configuring the deception policy, press Update Deception Policy. Press Yes, Update Policy.

After defining the deception policy, you are navigated to the Policy tab. The bottom of the page shows all the configured
deceptive users and the deception policies they belong to. If an account is unused, you can press the delete icon in the
corner to remove it.

 Configuring and deploying Threat Defense for AD with Symantec
Endpoint Protection
Configure SEPM with Threat Defense for AD to assign the Threat Defense for AD policy to SEPM groups. You must first
deploy Memory Manipulation and the deception policy to SEP agent to protect the endpoints in you AD domain. You can
then assign the Threat Defense for AD policy to the SEPM groups and endpoints which enables Memory Manipulation
and the deception policy that is already deployed to SEPM.

To configure SEPM with Threat Defense for AD, execute the following steps:

• Configuring SEPM to deploy Memory Manipulation and the deception policy to the SEP agent
• Viewing the Deploy tab
• Assigning the Threat Defense for AD policy to SEPM endpoints and groups
• Confirm the Memory Manipulation deployment

If you have configured multiple SEPM groups for one AD domain, select a domain to configure the settings on.

To select a domain in a multiple domain environment

1. Navigate to Domains in the console.

2. Press the domain name to display a drop-down list of all the configure domains in your Threat Defense for AD
environment.

3. Select the domain for which you want to configure settings

The Domains settings reflects the data for the selected domain.

Configuring SEPM to deploy Memory Manipulation and the deception policy to the SEP agent
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 Configuring SEPM to deploy Memory Manipulation and the deception policy to
the SEP agent
You must first configure SEPM to deploy Threat Defense for AD's Memory Manipulation and deception policy to the
Symantec Endpoint Protection (SEP) agent.

To configure SEPM
1. Navigate to Admin > Install Packages > Client Install Feature Set in the SEP console.

You can select from the following options that contain the Threat Defense for AD policy:

• Full protection for Clients
• Full protection for Servers
• Full protection for Active Directory

You can also customize your policy to include Threat Defense for AD.

2. Press Clients in the menu.

3. Select the group that you want to deploy the Memory Manipulation to. If a group has sub-groups within it, then only
select the parent group. Memory Manipulation is deployed to the sub-groups automatically.

NOTE

Threat Defense for AD policy is not active until the policy is assigned from the Threat Defense for AD
console.
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4. Press Install a client. The Client Deployment Wizard window is displayed.

5. Select New Package Deployment and then press Next.

6. Select a package that includes Threat Defense for AD from the Install Feature Sets drop-down list and press Next.

7. Enable Remote Push and press Next.

Alternatively, you can also select the Save Package option and deploy the package with an automation tool.
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8. Move the endpoints that you want to assign Memory Manipulation to under Install Protection Client on: and press
Next.

9. Enter the credentials of the SEP account that you use to deploy the SEP agent in the Login Credentials dialog box.

10. Press Next till you navigate to the following screen. Press Finish.

To view the Threat Defense for AD on the SEPM console, double click on a client. The Edit Properties for "Client name"
is displayed. Press on the Clients option on the window.
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You can also see the policy that is assigned to a group under the Clients > Policies tab.

Viewing the Deploy tab

 Viewing the Deploy tab
You manage the AD environment to deploy Memory Manipulation on endpoints in the Deploy tab. You can select from the
following 3 options to view the endpoints:
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• SEPM: Lets you filter the endpoints in your domain as per your SEPM console.
• OU: Lets you filter the endpoints in your domain based on the organizational unit in you AD domain.

This view is a read-only view.
• Sites: Lets you filter the endpoints based on the sites you have configured in your environment.

This view is a read-only view.

You can filter each view using the drop-down list in the left pane. Select a group from the list in the left pane to view the
endpoints in that group.

The Deploy tab consists of Filter columns on the right side, each with a counter. The filters are applied to endpoints that
exist in the selected domain in the left pane. The filters are:

Table 7: Filter columns in the Deploy tab

Filter Description

All All endpoints that exist within AD.
The following are not supported and do not appear in the All filter:
• Domain Controllers
• Endpoints that belong to a Workgroup and are not on the domain
• Windows XP, 2000, 2003, any flavor of Linux, or Mac OS X

Not Assigned Endpoints eligible for deployment but without a policy assigned.
Assigned Endpoints that have a policy assigned and the Memory Manipulation deployed.
Undeployable Endpoints that are not eligible for deployment. Those are:

• Endpoints that have not logged on in the last 30 days.
• Endpoints that have an unsupported OS.

The following columns are under each Filter column and they display the following data:

Table 8: Columns under the Filter column

Column Displayed data

Endpoint Displays the computer name of the endpoint.
IP address Displays the endpoint's latest DNS record for the IP address.
Version Displays OS version of the endpoint.
Status Displays the present Memory Manipulation deployment status.
Policy Displays the effective policy that is assigned on the endpoint.
Installed On Displays the last date and time the endpoint authenticated, and the Memory Manipulation was

deployed.
Identity Displays the Core server account that manages and deploys on this endpoint.

To apply filters and search for a specific endpoint in the domain
1. Navigate to the Domains > Deploy page in the console and select a Filter.

2. Press the drop down icon next to the filter name and type the keywords of the endpoint. The endpoints are filtered in
real-time.

3. Repeat the step for all the filters that you want to apply to your search. The filter that is applied is shown in blue under
the column heading.

To remove a filter
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4. Reselect the drop-down arrow, and delete the text applied.

Assigning the Threat Defense for AD policy to SEPM endpoints and groups

 Assigning the Threat Defense for AD policy to SEPM endpoints and groups
When you assign the Threat Defense for AD policy to the SEPM group, Memory Manipulation along with the appropriate
policy is enabled in SEPM for that group. If you add a new computer to the network and install the SEP agent with the
correct client features, the Threat Defense for AD policy is automatically assigned. You need to deploy the Threat Defense
for AD policy from the Threat Defense for AD console to activate it. Assign the policy to SEPM groups to activate Memory
Manipulation within the SEP agent with the appropriate policy.

To assign the Threat Defense for AD policy to SEPM groups
1. On the Domains page, select the SEPM filter.

2. Select the SEPM group you want to deploy the policy to on the left pane of the page.

3. Press the Assign option that is below the list of SEPM groups.
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4. A pop-up window is displayed on the page. On this window, select the policy you want to deploy from the drop-down
list.

5. Press the Assign option.

A pop-up window notifies you that the data is being sent to SEPM. There is a delay before the Threat Defense for
AD console reflects the current status of the policy assignment. Threat Defense for AD is dependent on the SEPM
schedule for agent communication. If you hover over the SEPM group, you can see that the policy is assigned to
that group.

When the deployment is complete, the status of the group changes to Success.

To un-assign the Threat Defense for AD policy on SEPM groups
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6. On the Domains page, select the SEPM filter.

7. Select the SEPM group that you want to un-assign the policy from the left pane on the page.

8. Press the Un-Assign option that is below the list of SEPM groups.

9. On the pop-up window that is displayed, press Un-Assign to confirm the removal of the Threat Defense for AD policy.

The Threat Defense for AD policy is unassigned from the endpoints and the endpoints are listed under the Not Assigned
tab.

Confirm the Memory Manipulation deployment
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 Confirm the Memory Manipulation deployment
To confirm Memory Manipulation is deployed successfully, RDP to the target host. Launch a command prompt and type:
You should see the actual Domain Administrators that are obfuscated by 6x false accounts. This is one example the
deception Memory Manipulation creates. To see real accounts, connect to a domain controller and perform the same
command.

To confirm that the Memory Manipulation deployment is successful, RDP to the target host. Launch a command prompt
and enter the following command:

net group/domain “domain admins”

You see the actual Domain Administrators obfuscated by six times the false accounts. This deception is an example of
the mask that the Memory Manipulation deploys. To see reality, connect to a domain controller and perform the same
command. You can also perform test attacks against your Threat Defense for AD protected AD environment.

Error Codes

These are the status codes that could return from the SEP client which also reflected to the SEPM console:

• 0 = installed without policy (translated to Not Installed on the Core console)
• 1 = running with policy (translated to success on the Core console)
• 2 = error applying policy (translated to Failed on the Core console)
• 3 = getting credentials failed (translated to Partial Success on the Core console)
• 4 = credentials were bad (translated to Partial Success on the Core console)
• 5 = pending deployment (translated to Not Installed on the Core console)
• 6 = running with errors (translated to Partial success on the Core console)

There could be a case where the endpoint restarts after the status of this endpoint is displayed as Success on the
console. During that time and the time Threat Defense for AD was starting, SEP reports code “5” meaning “pending
deployment” to the SEPM and then Threat Defense for AD does topology. Then, the status Threat Defense for AD
shows is Not Installed. On the next topology run, Threat Defense for AD receives the real status that SEPM reports and
changes it to either success, fail, or partial.
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 Remote Deployment Manager installation
Add a remote Deployment Manager in Threat Defense for AD for scalability and to handle multiple AD domains that lack a
two-way trust. You can add multiple remote Deployment Managers to Threat Defense for AD.

To install the remote Deployment Manager

1. Download the file TDAD_3.4.0.0_Integrated_RemoteDM_Installer.exe and save it to your desktop.

2. Right-click on the downloaded file and select Run as administrator.

3. Press Yes in the User Account Control dialog box.

4. In the Deployment Manager Installation screen, if you want to change the install directory, then press on the …
option and navigate to a location.

5. Select the checkboxes to agree to the EULA and Privacy notice and press Install.

Wait for the installation to complete. The installation may take up to ten minutes.
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6. After the installation is complete, you are prompted to restart your computer. Press Restart Now in the displayed
dialog box.

7. On the remote Deployment Manager computer, open the https://10.211.149.149/ui/login using a web browser.
Symantec recommends using Google Chrome.

The Connect to Symantec TDAD core dialog box is displayed.

8. Navigate to Instances in the Threat Defense for AD console.

9. Press Add Instances in the console.

The Create new Deployment Manager instance dialog box appears with the API Key and the Thumbprint value of
the new Deployment Managers.

10. Copy and paste the API Key and the Thumbprint from the Create new Deployment Manager instance dialog box to
the Connect to Symantec TDAD core dialog box.

11. Enter the IP address of the remote computer in the Core IP Address space in the Connect to Symantec TDAD core
dialog box .

12. Press Submit.

The message Your Deception Manager is ready on the screen indicates that the remote Deployment Manager is
successfully connected to the Core server.
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The Instances page in the Threat Defense for AD console lists the new configured Deployment Manager.
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Troubleshooting Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active
Directory

Troubleshooting Threat Defense for AD
The deployment of Threat Defense for AD is straight forward. However, sometimes you may have issues. Here are
several categories to refer to if you have issues. Contact  anytime you need assistance.Broadcom Support

If you require assistance from the Broadcom Support team, collect the logs.

To collect logs

Issues with log collection and event subscription in Threat Defense for AD
Issues with Log Collection

You could face issues with log collection for the following reasons:

• You may have a connectivity issue and so, RPC is unavailable.
• The host may have the firewall on. Check the firewall settings on the host endpoint.

To confirm that the host endpoint or the AD is configured correctly

1. Go to the Core Server and select Event Viewer.

2. In the left pane, right-click on Event Viewer and select Connect to another endpoint from the list.
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3. The Select Computer dialog box is displayed. Browse to the "Domain controller". Check the Connect as another
user box.

4. Press the Set User option. Enter the credentials of the "Deployment Manager" Account.

5. Press OK.

When this works, you can see the domain controller that is listed at the top of the Event Viewer dialog box. You can also
verify that the correct event IDs are generated:

• 4624 - A new Kerberos ticket created.
• 4768 - A Kerberos authentication ticket (Ticket Generating Ticket) was requested.
• 4769 - A Kerberos service ticket (Ticket Granting Service) was requested.
• 4771 - Kerberos pre-authentication failed.
• 4776 – NTLM events.

Trouble with event subscription

When the infrastructure is concerned, verify that a subscription is set correctly. To verify, do the following:

• Enable winrm on the Threat Defense for AD server and all of the domain controllers - (wimrm qc).
• Enable Windows Event Collector on the Threat Defense for AD and on all of the domain controllers (wecutil qc).
• Network Service should have the right to Manage auditing and security log on all of the domain controllers.
• Network Service and the account that you inserted at the log collection definition in Threat Defense for AD console

should be members of the Event Log Readers group.
• Allow access from the Threat Defense for AD server to all of the DCs at ports: 5986, 5985.
• After verifying, restart the Threat Defense for AD server.

If there is a problem getting the logs from one of the domain controllers:

• On the problematic domain controller, verify:
The key: HKLM/SYSTEM/CurrentControlSet/Services/EventLog/Security Value: CustomSD
Contains the following:
(A;;0x1;;;NS)
Or
(A;;0x1;;;S-1-5-20)

• If not, you should add them manually and it should be done on all of the problematic domain controllers:
Open cmd:
wevtutil gl security
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• Copy the security descriptor to a new text document. The descriptor should be similar to the following:
O:BAG:SYD:(A;;0xf0005;;;SY)(A;;0x5;;;BA)(A;;0x1;;;S-1-5-32-573)

• Add the following string to the security descriptor:
(A;;0x1;;;S-1-5-20)

• It should now be similar to this:
O:BAG:SYD:(A;;0xf0005;;;SY)(A;;0x5;;;BA)(A;;0x1;;;S-1-5-32-573)(A;;0x1;;;S-1-5-20)

• To apply the new security descriptor, run the following command. Make sure to use the security descriptor that you
previously created :
wevtutil sl security /ca:O:BAG:SYD:(A;;0xf0005;;;SY)(A;;0x5;;;BA)(A;;0x1;;;S-1-5-32-573)(A;;0x1;;;S-1-5-20)

Issues with the Threat Defense for AD Core server
Core Server installation failure

A Core server installation failure usually occurs when the minimum specifications are not correctly followed.

Refer to the Prerequisites chapter of Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory Installation Guide.

Prerequisites for installing Threat Defense for AD

The residual files from other products that are removed from the image may cause issues when installing the
Core server.

• To find the cause of the failure, refer to "Symantec_install.log" file.
• The install log is located in “\\Users\$user name$\appdata\local\temp”.

$username$ is the actual user who is logged on Threat Defense for AD.
Send this log to Symantec if you cannot find the issue.

If you find a problem with a specific component:

• Run that component from a command line: “C:\Users\$username$\AppData\Local\Temp\Core\$component$.msi”.
$user name$ is the actual user who is logged on Threat Defense for AD.
$component$ is the name of the component that failed in the file.
Send a screen shot of the command-line window to the https://support.symantec.com/us/en/contact-us.html if you
cannot find the issue.

Core Server configuration failure

The following failures usually occur when the minimum specifications are not correctly followed.

Refer to the Prerequisites chapter of Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory Installation Guide.

Prerequisites for installing Threat Defense for AD

Deployment Manager configuration failure:

• There may be an issue with the password of the Deployment Manager account. Reset the domain password of the
Deployment Manager account, without the unusual characters, and re-enter the password in the console.

Adding a deceptive account fails:

• There may be an issue with the password of the deception account. Reset the domain password of the deception
account, without the unusual characters, and re-enter the password in the console.

• Make sure that the account is not locked.
• The account properties should not have User must change password at next login checked.

Alarms do not generate:
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• Navigate to the Analytics icon > specific "Deployment Manager" tab and check the settings.
• You should see a lower number under Seconds Since Received. These are listed per domain controller and per

Event ID.
• If you see some event IDs with NA, then you may have an issue with your Domain Controller Domain Audit Policy.
• If you do not see any event IDs with a lower number, you may have an issue with log collection.

Troubleshooting connectivity issues of a Deployment Manager
An endpoint is listed under the No Connectivity tab when the Deployment Manager is unable to communicate with the
endpoint.

The possible resolutions are:

• Make sure that the endpoint is online.
• Make sure that a network route is available.
• Make sure that correct firewall rules are in place if a network firewall is between the Deployment Manager and the

endpoint.
• Make sure that the endpoint firewall is on. If so, apply the correct firewall rules locally or through a GPO.
• If the connection is through a VPN, check firewall rules of the VPN client.

Table 9: Firewall rules of the VPN client

Access Type Source IP Destination IP Ports

Internal or VPN Core Endpoint 445 (SMB), 135-139 (RPC)

Also, try to map a drive to the administrator share “C$” on the target host using the run as command with the
"Deployment Manager" Account, which must be successful to deploy the Memory Manipulation.

Failed: Partial success is usually an issue with the <Deception Account>. Possibly another Domain Admin user made a
change to the account or there is a replication issue with the account.

Refer to the Prerequisites Checklist chapter in the Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory Installation
Guide.

To confirm Memory Manipulation is deployed successfully, RDP to the target host. Launch a command prompt and type:

net group /domain “domain admins”.

You should see the actual Domain Admins that are obfuscated by 6x false accounts. This is one example of the mask
that Memory Manipulation deploys and is a deception. To see real accounts, connect to a domain controller and execute
the same command. You can also perform test attacks on your Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory
protected AD environment.
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Issues with sites and Memory Manipulation deployment in Threat
Defense for AD
Errors under AD Sites Issues

Navigate to the Analytics > Core > AD Sites Issues section in the console. If any of the following listed errors is
displayed, the Core server experiences a failure.

• userNotExistDcs - The deceptive user does not exist on the domain controller.
• userDisabledDcs - The deceptive user is disabled on the domain controller, Deployment Manager service account

cannot enable it.
• userLockedDcs - The deceptive user is locked on the domain controller, Deployment Manager service account cannot

unlock it.
• faildResetPasswordIssue - Reset password of the deceptive account is not working - could be password complexity

not met or Deployment Manager service account does not have permission to reset the deceptive account password.
• connectivityIssue - The Core server cannot reach the domain controller.

RODC (Read-only Domain Controller) issues:

• User replication issues - Deceptive account does not replicate to the RODC.
• Server connectivity issues - Core server cannot reach out the RODC to replicate deceptive account.

Memory Manipulation Deployment

The following deployment failures usually occur when the minimum specifications are not correctly followed:

Deployment Fails - No connectivity:

• Check the ports, there may be a routing issue or local firewall issue.
• Try to map a drive to the admin share “C$” on the target host using the runas command with the "Deployment

Manager" Account. This must be successful for us to deploy the Memory Manipulation.

Deployment Fails – Partial Success:

• There may be an issue with the credentials of the deception account.
Sometimes, this message is displayed if there is a replication issue in the AD, or if the replication has not occurred
since the account was created or the password changed.

Refer to the Prerequisites Checklist chapter in the Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory Installation
Guide.
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Replacing web server SSL Certificate
If you receive a web browser error, you need to replace the SSL certificate on the Core web browser. You can update
the web server console with your own SSL certificate or key, that removes SSL warnings in the web browser. Contact
Broadcom Support for assistance.

To replace SSL certificate or key for the console

1. On the Core server, launch Control Panel > System and Security > Administration Tools > Services. Right Click
on Javelin Apache and press the Stop option.

2. Open Windows File Explorer. Navigate to C:\Program Files\Symantec\Threat Defense for AD.

3. In this window, replace these 2 files: device.key and device.crt with the new certificates.

4. Launch Control Panel > System and Security > Administration Tools > Services. Right Click on Javelin Apache
and press the Start option.

5. Access the https://localhost/ui through a web browser. You should not receive a warning.

Updating Java
Symantec Endpoint Threat Defense for Active Directory by default manages the Java version. If you want to upgrade the
Java version manually, or use an automation method, you can configure the Tomcat application where the new instance of
Java is located. Contact Broadcom Support if you have any questions.

To update the Java version

1. Open Windows  Explorer. Right click on This PC > Properties.

2. Press Advanced System Settings.

3. Press Environment Variables.

4. Select JAVA_HOME and press Edit.

5. Enter the new location to Java for "Variable Value".

6. Press Ok on the next three windows.

7. Launch Control Panel > Local Services.

8. Restart Apache Tomcat and Symantec Apache services
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